SCENES ALONG THE

Cavell Drive

JASPER NATIONAL PARK, CANADA.
JASPER PARK LODGE AND OLD MAN MT.

ANGEL GLACIER, MOUNT EDITH CAVELL.

PYRAMID RANGE FROM THE DRIVE

THRONE MT. AND GLACIERS FROM DRIVE.
Eighteen miles distant from Jasper Park Lodge, and glimpsed across shimmering Lac Beauvert, looms the majestic form of Mount Edith Cavell, {11,033 feet}, distinctive in its regular contour and transparent whiteness . . . "as a sheet dropped from Heaven". Once a mountain trail—now a motor highway leads to its base. By a series of switchbacks the climb is made from the floor of the Athabaska Valley, each turn offering new and glorious vistas of changing mountain contours. At the foot of Angel Glacier you alight, to walk over its scarred surface, to peer down crevasses, or, with Swiss guides, to venture up its rock strewn slope.

The Cavell Drive is one of Jasper's memorable features.